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Summary.—One hundred and thirteen undergraduates, 61 males and 52 females, 
participated in an experiment to examine whether simulated tearing up would cause 
sadness. In order to simulate the experience of tearing up, about 0.2 ml of water was 
dropped on the cheek near the lacrimal duct of both eyes of each participant who then 
rated their subjective feeling on a seven-point scale. The results showed that 53.8 % 
of participants felt sadness along with the simulated tearing, which was statistically 
larger than the 28.6％ who felt cheerfulness.  

 
William James (1884) hypothesized “that the bodily manifestations must first be 

interposed between, and that the more rational statement is that we feel sorry because 
we cry, angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble, and not that we cry, strike, 
or tremble, because we are sorry, angry, or fearful, as the case may be.” (p.190)  The 
modern version of the James hypothesis is known as the facial feedback hypothesis: 
“that facial expressions provide feedback to the responder that is necessary or sufficient 
to affect significantly his or her emotional experience and behavior” (p.812, Buck, 1980). 
Strack, Martin, and Stepper (1988) investigated the hypothesis by having each subject 
hold a pen in their mouth in a way that either inhibited or facilitated the muscles 
typically associated with smiling without requiring subjects to pose with a smiling face. 
The results were in accordance with the hypothesis. The participants with a simulated 
facial expression made by facilitating smiling muscles yielded more intense humor 
responses than those with a facial expression inhibiting smiling.   

Recently, Niedenthal (2007) reviewed research on the embodiment of emotion. 
Niedenthal (2007) referred to Strack et al. (1988) and other behavioral experiments 
which showed the feedback effects from active muscle movement on emotion.  It could 
be hypothesized further that facial feedback may work from a passive cutaneous 
sensation of the face as well.  

The working hypothesis of the present study is that if a person has a drop of water 
running down their cheek, he or she may experience a sensation similar to real crying. 
This hypothesis was tested by giving participants an artificial tearing-up experience 
and asking them to rate their subjective emotion immediately after the experience. In 
order to avoid suggesting the bias that the artificial tearing would be associated with an 
emotion of sadness, the participants were informed that the experimental purpose was 
to detect any right-left difference in terms of subjective emotion when a water drop runs 
down either of the cheeks.  

Method 
One hundred and thirteen Japanese undergraduates, 61 males and 52 females, 

participated in the experiment in pairs. Their mean age was 20.8 years for both genders 
(SDs = 0.94 and 1.47). They acted as testers and raters by turns in an introductory 
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pedagogy class for engineering and agriculture majors. All the participants were naïve 
in terms of theories of emotion in psychology.  

The participants who acted as testers dropped about 0.2 ml of water from a small 
plastic pipette near the lacrimal duct of the other pair members who acted as raters, 
allowing it to run down the medial side of the cheek like real tears. The testers stood 
and moved beside the raters who remained seated. The water was warmed to body 
temperature. Then, their partners rated their subjective emotion on a seven point scale: 
sad, rather sad, faintly sad, neutral, faintly cheerful, rather cheerful, and cheerful. 
Each rater received the simulated tearing experience on both the right and left cheeks. 
The order of application was counterbalanced among the participants. Then, the roles 
were reversed within the pairs. 

An additional 76 Japanese undergraduates, 40 males (mean age: 19.3, SD = 1.78) 
and 36 females (mean age: 19.8, SD =1.86), participated in the control experiment, 
whose procedure was the same except that the water was dropped on the temples rather 
than the cheeks. 

Results and discussion 
The data from both experiments were classified into four categories: (a) evoking a 

sad emotion to some degree on both sides, (b) evoking no emotions on either side, (c) 
evoking cheerfulness to some degree on both sides, and (d) evoking inconsistent 
emotions, sadness on one side and cheerfulness on the other (see Table 1). Two separate
χ2 tests indicated a significant bias toward sadness with the tearing on cheeks (χ2(3) = 
22.12, p<.01), while no bias was found in the control experiment with the 
water-dropping on the temples (χ2(3) = 1.26, ns). No gender differences were found in 
either of the experiments (χ2(3) = 2.74 and 4.97, ns). 

These results confirmed the hypothesis that people tend to evidence an emotion of 
sadness when they have the cutaneous sensation of tears dropping even if it is 
artificially-induced, such as water drops running down the cheeks, but not on the 
temples. In the Niedenthal review (2007), she referred only to the active involvement of 

Table 1 
Number of participants and kind of emotion reported  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Cheeks                 Temples 
    Male  Female  Total Male  Female  Total 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sadness to some degree   26  23 49  9 10 19 
   both sides  15  10     25  2  4  6 
   one side  11 13     24  7  6  13 
Evoking no emotion   6 10 16  8 13  21 
Cheerfulness to some degree 15  11     26 15  6  21 
   both sides   7   8 15  6  2   6 
   one side   8  3      11  9  4  15 
Inconsistent    14  8 22  8  7  15 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total  61 52  113 40 36  76 
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body movement and postures on emotion. The present study should help to strengthen 
the embodying emotion hypothesis by adding supporting evidence that even a passive 
cutaneous sensation can be involved in the experiencing of emotion.  
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